
PB-251 Handheld Power Blower

ECHO's PB-251 is a powerful 25.4cc, two-stroke handheld 
power blower.

Grouped controls, including a throttle with "Cruise Control", are 
easy to reach and allow comfortable operation. 

The exhaust directs emissions away from the user while the 
see-through fuel tank means it's easy to see fuel levels.

EZ lock keeps the blower pipe secured to the machine. The 
Posi-loc™ Pipe System ensures a secure connection between 
sections of the pipe.

SPECIFICATIONS

Displacement 25.4cc

Dry weight* 4.5kg

Output 0.70kW

Max air volume*2 510m3/h

Max air speed 71m/sec

Fuel tank capacity 0.47 litres

Cruise control throttle system 
* Unit with blower pipe   *2 At actual usage point

Grouped controls on the PB-251 include 
a throttle with "Cruise Control"

EZ lock makes securing and dis-
connecting the blower tube a simple 
process

E-Z Lock system

Posi-loc pipe system

 

MARKETINGBULLETIN



Extensive warranty
ECHO power tools come with a five year domestic warranty or a  

two year warranty in professional use. For the domestic user there is the 
total reassurance of using equipment designed and built for professionals, 
and a five year warranty offers even greater peace of mind (registration of 

ECHO products and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty).

FEATURES BENEFITS

Posi-loc™ pipe system  Keeps the blower pipe sections securely connected at all times

EZ lock pipe connection  The locking latch makes connecting/disconnecting the pipe to the 
machine easy and also ensures a secure connection 

Professional quality  
2-stroke ECHO engine

 High performance, low noise, Stage 2 compliant engine that's designed  
to run cleaner for longer

 More powerful than an electric blower

Superior exhaust system  Exhaust at the front means emissions are directed away from the user 

See-through fuel tank  Easy to check the level of fuel in the tank

Cruise control  When the throttle is locked in position, a constant engine speed is 
achieved without the user needing to keep his finger on the throttle  

Grouped controls  Controls are close together making the blower instinctive and easy to use

 CATEGORY

 Handheld Power Blower

 APPLICATION

 Leaf/light debris clearing

 TARGET CUSTOMER

PB-251 
PROFILE

 Homeowner

 Commercial operator

 Prosumer

 Local authority

Use ECHO products 
with ECHO's own 
high quality blend 
oils, for maximum 
performance

A rain gutter kit 
is available as an 
accessory for the  
PB-251
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